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Biophysical Foundations of Human Movement-3rd EditionHuman Kinetics, 2013

	Biophysical Foundations of Human Movement, Third Edition, introduces readers to key concepts concerning the anatomical, mechanical, physiological, neural, and psychological bases of human movement. The text provides undergraduate students with a broad foundation for more detailed study of the subdisciplines of human movement and for...
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Careers for Self-Starters & Other Entrepreneurial Types (Careers For Series)McGraw-Hill, 2004

	CAREERS FOR YOU IS THE ONLY CAREER SERIES DESIGNED EXPRESSLY TO TURN PASSIONS INTO PAYCHECKS!


	The inspiring Careers for You series encourages career explorers to examine the job market through the unique lens of their own interests. Includes:

	
		The latest information on training and education

...
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Cisco Express Forwarding (Networking Technology)Cisco Press, 2007
How does a router switch a packet? What is the difference between routing a packet, switching a frame, and packet switching? What is the Cisco® Express Forwarding (CEF) feature referred to in Cisco documentation and commonly found in Cisco IOS® commands? CEF is a general term that describes the mechanism by which Cisco routers and...
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Sales And Marketing Resumes for $100,000 CareersJIST Works, 2004
This is a superb collection of 140 annotated resumes and 20 corresponding cover letters written especially for top salespeople, managers, and executives in marketing, product management, marketing communication, and sales. And there are dynamite job search strategies and specific insights from recruiters, human resources personnel, and hiring...
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Making it Big in Software: Get the Job. Work the Org. Become Great.Prentice Hall, 2010

	The Software Insider’s Guide to Getting Hired and Getting to the Top!


	 


	Here’s all the information you need to jumpstart your software career: the best ways to get hired, move up, and blaze your way to the top! The software business...
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Quick Guide to Career Training in Two Years or LessJIST Works, 2003
Readers will quickly find details on 104 training and education programs that can be completed in two years or less. Descriptions also include information on related jobs, earnings, typical courses, essential skills and knowledge needed, and recommended high school and postsecondary courses. Plus, there are direct cross-references to other career...
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Never by Chance: Aligning People and Strategy Through Intentional LeadershipJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Ask any business leader how tough today ’ s environment is and they ’ ll most likely tell you they ’ ve never worked harder. Many talk of an environment where the pressure to deliver has reached a “ white hot ” level of intensity, where careers that use  to be measured in decades are now measured in a couple...
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Ultimate Aptitude Tests: Assess Your Potential with Aptitude, Motivational and Personality TestsKogan Page, 2008
Recruitment, selection and assessment procedures sometimes make use of aptitude tests, which are designed to measure one’s potential for achievement.



 

The Ultimate...
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SAP PM Interview Questions, Answers, And Explanations: Sap Plant Maintenance Certification ReviewEquity Press, 2006
The Ultimate Reference & Learning Guide for S A P PM Consultants  SAP PM Interview Questions, Answers, and Explanations!  It' s clear that SAP PM is the future for maintenance activity in SAP -- but  finding resources can be difficult . SAP PM Interview Questions, Answers,  and Explanations guides you through your learning process. From helping...
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Benjamin Graham on Investing: Enduring Lessons from the Father of Value InvestingMcGraw-Hill, 2009
“They laid out a road map for    investing that I have now been    following for 57 years. There’s been    no reason to look for another.”    

—Warren Buffett, on the    writings of Benjamin Graham

Legendary investing author and philosopher    Benjamin Graham lived through    interesting times. Soon...
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Job Interviews For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	Deliver a show-stopping interview performance


	Does the thought of interviewing for a new job send shivers down your spine? It doesn't have to! Whether you're searching for your first job, changing careers, or looking for advancement in your current line of work, Job Interviews For Dummies shows you how to use...
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Cisco Frame Relay Solutions GuideCisco Press, 2004
Implement Frame Relay solutions on Cisco networks with this definitive resource

	
    Design the perfect Frame Relay solution, using the detailed explanation of the Frame Relay implementation process

    
	
    Configure Frame Relay on Cisco routers with...
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